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The conference “16th Asia Pacific Oncologists Annual Meeting” hosted by Conference Series was successfully completed which was held during May 13-14, 2019 at Singapore with the theme “Towards the Innovations in the Cancer Treatment”. Benevolent response and active participation was received from the keynotes, speakers, chair persons and delegates as well as attendees from the Scientists, Doctors, Professors, Oncology specialists, mental health counsellors, Nurses, Pharmaceutical Industries, Healthcare Industries, Researchers and Students from the fields of Cancer and Oncology, those who involved in this successful event.

The previous Oncology conference was initiated with the honorable presence of the Keynote forum. The list includes:

- Title: Evolution of Innovations in Cancer Care
  A Guillaume Pollet, European Institute of Business Administration, Singapore

- Title: Cancer Scenario in India
  Neeraj Jain, North Zone Association of Radiation Oncologists, India

- Title: The Cause and Remedies of Cancer
  Nitosh Kumar Brahma, The Institution of Engineers, India

Conference series is organizing “18th Asia Pacific Oncologists Annual Meeting” during November 16-17, 2020 at Brisbane, Australia under the theme “Towards the Innovations in the Cancer Treatment”. This conference will cover the entire field related to cancer; oncology, its complication, the management and it also cover the innovative treatments related to their disorders. Asia Pacific Oncologists 2020 is an extraordinary event designed for international medical health professionals and oncologists to facilitate the dissemination and application of new research findings related to cancer. The conference invites participants from all leading universities, clinical research institutions and diagnostic companies to share their research experiences on all aspects of this rapidly expanding field and thereby, providing a showcase of the latest techniques.

The conference highlights are:

- Blood Cancer and Bone Cancer
- Dermatological Cancer
- Pathophysiology of Cancer
- Lung Cancer
- Renal and Hepatocellular Cancer
- Cancer Management
- Cancer Treatment
- Pancreatic Cancer
- Colorectal Cancer

The next series of conference organize by conference is Clinical Oncology & Radiation Therapy during Oct 19-20, 2020 at Singapore.

References: https://www.omicsonline.org/carcinogenesis-mutagenesis.php
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